Lesson 1

1 Sally's at home. Which sentence is correct?
   A Her's in her house.
   B She's in her house.
   C She's in his house.
   D He's in her house.

2 Which sentence is NOT correct?
   A My brother's in a band.
   B We aren't at school today.
   C You isn't late for lunch.
   D I'm from London.

3 Which question is correct?
   A When's Ben's party?
   B Where are you from?
   C Who he is?
   D Which is your name?

4 Which sentence is NOT correct?
   A Francis's book is in her bag.
   B Ann and Joe's CDs are on the desk.
   C Jakes' guitar is at home.
   D My parents' car is in the garage.

5 Which sentence is correct?
   A The cinema's in New Street.
   B We're from USA.
   C Your bag's in a kitchen.
   D My mum's nurse.

Lesson 2

6 Which question is correct?
   A Has got he a pet?
   B You’ve got any new CDs?
   C We got Maths today?
   D Have they got any money?

7 Which sentence is correct?
   A There's birds in the park.
   B There isn't birds in the park.
   C There aren't some birds in the park.
   D There are birds in the park.

8 You're wearing a new watch. What do you say?
   A These is my new watch.
   B Those is my new watch.
   C This is my new watch.
   D That's my new watch.

9 Which answer is correct?
   A Is this bag Paul’s? Yes, it's hers.
   B Are these the girls' bags? Yes, they're theirs.
   C Whose is this book? Yes, it's mine.
   D Are these Fran's CDs? Yes, they're her.

Lesson 3

10 Which sentence is NOT correct?
   A Linda doesn't go to bed early.
   B Ned watches TV every day.
   C Ben tries to study on Saturdays.
   D I don't live in New York.

11 Which question is correct?
   A Do you go usually out on Friday?
   B Do you usually go out on Friday?
   C Do you go out usually on Friday?
   D Do usually you go out on Friday?

12 Which question is NOT correct?
   A With who does she go out?
   B Who do you talk to every day?
   C What music do you listen to?
   D How often do you speak to Ben?

Lesson 4

13 Joel doesn't like Maria. Which sentence is correct?
   A He doesn't like she.
   B He doesn't like her.
   C He doesn't like.
   D He doesn't her like.

14 Which spelling is NOT correct?
   A swimming
   B trying
   C travelling
   D lieing

15 Which question is correct?
   A Where Jess working today?
   B Where Jess is working today?
   C Where's working Jess today?
   D Where's Jess working today?
Lesson 5
16 Which sentence is correct?
A We’ve got any rice.
B I haven’t got some tea.
C There aren’t some books here.
D Would you like some juice?

17 Which sentence is correct?
A We don’t have many cereal left.
B How much coffee is there?
C We’ve got much time.
D Have you got a lot CDs?

18 Which sentence is NOT correct?
A This test isn’t too hard.
B These jeans aren’t big enough.
C This drink isn’t enough cold.
D There are too many people here.

19 Who wants to clean the kitchen? Which answer is NOT correct?
A Nobody does.
B No one does.
C Somebody does.
D Anybody does.

Lesson 6
20 Which question is correct?
A Can you use a computer?
B Pip can drive well!
C Can cook Carla a curry?
D Can he to read French?

21 Which sentence is correct?
A I’m hopeless singing.
B Toni’s great at acting.
C We’re not very good to draw.
D Bill’s quite good at take photos.

22 Which request is NOT correct?
A Can I close the door?
B Could you be quiet?
C Can we to open the biscuits?
D Could I speak to your mother?

23 Which sentence is correct?
A I’d like be rich.
B I’d not prefer to be rich.
C I’d love to be rich.
D She wouldn’t love to be rich.

Lesson 7
24 Which question is correct?
A When you was at the cinema?
B When Zak was on holiday?
C Where were you last night?
D Where was Kim and Joe on Sunday?

25 Which question is correct?
A What did do Olivia?
B When you did arrive?
C Where did Frank go?
D Who Helen talked to?

26 Did you break the window? Which answer is correct?
A No, I not break.
B No, I didn’t.
C Yes, I did break.
D Yes, I broke.

27 Which is NOT a past time expression?
A yesterday morning
B last afternoon
C five hours ago
D last Saturday

Lesson 8
28 Which sentence is correct?
A I think you won’t like it.
B I think you’ll not like it.
C I don’t think you’ll like it.
D I don’t think you won’t like it.

29 Which sentence is NOT correct?
A Perhaps he won’t come.
B She’ll probably pass her test.
C We definitely won’t leave early.
D My father will be certainly angry.

30 Which sentence is correct?
A Don’t turn you right.
B Enjoy your stay.
C Sleep you well.
D You not tell him.
KEY

1 NOTE: There is a Quick Marking Strip for the Entry test in the Pre-Intermediate Teacher's Tests and Resource Book.

Lesson 1
1  B [Lesson 1A: Subject pronouns and possessive adjectives]
2  C [Lesson 1B: Present simple of be]
3  A [Lesson 1C: Question words]
4  C [Lesson 1D: Possessive 's]
5  A [Lesson 1E: /an and the]

Lesson 2
6  D [Lesson 2A: Present simple of have got]
7  D [Lesson 2B: there is, there are]
8  C [Lesson 2C: Demonstrative pronouns]
9  B [Lesson 2D: Whose and possessive pronouns]

Lesson 3
10 C [Lesson 3A: Present simple]
11 B [Lesson 3B: Adverbs of frequency]
12 A [Lesson 3C: Verbs and prepositions in questions]

Lesson 4
13 B [Lesson 4A: Object pronouns]
14 D [Lesson 4B: Verb + ing]
15 D [Lesson 4C: Present continuous]

Lesson 5
16 D [Lesson 5A: Countable and uncountable nouns with some and any]
17 B [Lesson 5B: much, many and a lot of/lots of]
18 C [Lesson 5C: too, too much, too many and (not) enough]
19 D [Lesson 5D: Indefinite pronouns]

Lesson 6
20 A [Lesson 6A: can/can't]
21 B [Lesson 6B: good/bad at...]
22 C [Lesson 6C: Can/Could...?]
23 C [Lesson 6D: would love, would like, would prefer, would hate]

Lesson 7
24 C [Lesson 7A: Past simple of be]
25 C [Lesson 7B/C: Past simple]
26 B [Lesson 7C: Past simple]
27 B [Lesson 7D: Past time expressions]

Lesson 8
28 C [Lesson 8A: will/won't]
29 D [Lesson 8A: will/won't]
30 B [Lesson 8B: Imperatives]